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Abstract: The mixing process is the basis of the electrode microstructure, which defines key cell
performance indicators. This work investigated the effects of varying the energy input within the
mixing procedure on slurry rheology, coating behavior, mechanical and electrical properties of dry
electrodes and electrochemical performance of cells fabricated from these negative electrodes. Energy
input differences were achieved by varying the solids content within the mixing procedure; however,
the final total solids content of the slurries was always the same. The slurries, produced with graphite
and silicon oxide as active materials and carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) and styrene-butadiene
rubber as binders, showed large differences in flow behavior which were explained by changes
in CMC adsorption and mechanical degradation because of increasing energy input. Low shear
viscosity and the degree of shear thinning decreased with increasing energy input, resulting in a
narrower stability window for slot-die coating. The resistance between the electrode and current
collector decreased as more CMC was adsorbed on the active material. Electrode adhesion drastically
dropped at the highest energy input, presumably due to a change in SBR distribution. Despite these
variations, all fabricated pouch cells demonstrated excellent electrochemical performance and a slight
trend of increased charge capability was observed in cells prepared with higher energy input.

Keywords: mixing; slurry; rheology; polymer; CMC; adsorption; mechanical degradation; coating;
negative electrode; lithium-ion cell

1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries are one of the key technologies in the global effort to reduce car-
bon emissions. This leads to a growing demand for lithium-ion cells (LICs) with advanced
high-performance active materials (AMs) and well-managed production processes [1].
Within LIC production, the first and also product-defining step is the mixing of electrode
suspensions, the so-called slurries [2–6]. These suspensions are used to make electrodes by
coating them onto a metal current collector foil. After drying, the electrodes are compressed
and cut into the desired shape for downstream processing into cells [7,8].

The slurry typically consists of an electrochemical AM, a conductive additive, a binder
and a solvent. Each of these components has a specific purpose. The AM is the major
component of the solid fraction and defines the polarity of the subsequent electrode and
its electrochemical characteristics. To name a few, typical AMs in positive electrodes are
metal oxides such as lithium cobalt (III) oxide (LCO), lithium nickel manganese cobalt
oxide (NCM) or polyanionic compounds such as lithium iron phosphate (LFP). Negative
electrodes use AMs such as lithium titanium oxide (LTO), natural or synthetic graphite
(Gr), silicon or silicon-based compounds such as silicon oxide (SiOx). A comprehensive
review of AMs in LICs is given in [9]. Due to recent advances, AMs containing silicon are
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becoming more prominent in improving the energy density of the cell [10–12]. However,
compositions with silicon still struggle with cyclability, hysteresis, high changes in volume
during lithiation and delithiation, just to name some, and are often used in combination
with Gr to mitigate these issues [13–15]. Conductive additives improve the electronic
conductivity of electrodes, where particulate carbons such as CB are widely used. They
have high BET surface areas with a primary particle size in the nanometer range. More
performance-oriented electrode compositions use fiber-like or tubular carbon materials, e.g.,
multi-wall or single-wall carbon nanotubes, but these are expensive [16]. The role of the
binder within the electrode is very diverse: the dissolved binder defines the flow behavior
of the slurry, stabilizes the suspension and, once dried, provides mechanical strength to the
electrode, which ultimately affects the cycle life of the LIC [17,18]. In addition, adsorbing
binders such as CMC can act as dispersing agents and provide steric stabilization to the
slurry [19,20]. When CMC is used as a binder, a second polymer is needed to provide
adhesion to the current collector and often styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) is used for this
purpose [21]. In conventional slurries, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) or water is used
as the solvent. For industrial applications, it is desirable to keep the amount of solvent as
low as possible, as the evaporation process is energy consuming and therefore expensive;
furthermore, the use of solvents like NMP should be reduced due to their hazardous
nature [22]. For this reason, the compositions studied here have a rather high total solids
content (TSC).

Due to the physical and chemical diversity of materials, slurries come in many different
consistencies. The key factors of a “good” slurry are a well-dispersed AM and conductive
additive fraction, meaning the AM fraction has few to none agglomerates or aggregates
remaining in the slurry and the conductive additives are dispersed to form a conductive
network [23]. Furthermore, flow behavior has to be adjusted to guarantee stable processing
conditions, particularly in the widely used slot-die coating application [24]. To achieve the
desired quality criteria, a great deal of effort goes into the development of good mixing
procedures, especially when scaling up from the laboratory to the plant scale. Some of the
most prominent mixing process design considerations in the literature are steps such as dry
blending of CB and AM, wet predispersion of conductive additives and mixing or kneading
at high solids content [2–6,25–27]. However, while these processes are often the subject of
comparison, variations within the process have rarely been the subject of research.

To gain a better understanding regarding the effect of small variations, such as adding
more or less solvent during the mixing procedure, aqueous slurries (Gr-SiOx) with the
same composition were made using an industrially relevant intensive mixer. Varying the
solids content during mixing resulted in a significant change in energy input, and it will
be shown that this had a major effect on the mechanical degradation of CMC, used here
as a binder together with SBR, and its absorption on the surface of AM particles. This in
turn changes the flow behavior of the slurry dramatically and we thoroughly investigated
how this affects coatability on a prototypical slot-die roll-to-roll coater. The operating
limits obtained for slurries with different flow behavior are compared with Ruschak’s [28]
visco-capillary model, which is widely used to predict the operating limits of coating
processes [29]. Furthermore, electrodes were made from the different slurries and were
characterized in terms of microstructure, resistivity and peel strength, and finally, cells
were made, and C-rate capability was analyzed to provide a full picture of the impact of
mixing procedures on the application case.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Mixing Setup

An intensive mixer (EL 1, Maschinenfabrik Gustav Eirich GmbH, Hardheim, Germany)
was used to disperse the electrode suspensions and prepare the polymer solutions. In
principle, the mixer consists of a pan rotating at a circumferential speed of ωP and a
dispersing tool running at a circumferential speed ofωw, as shown in Figure 1a; both the
tool and the pan rotate clockwise. The dispersion tool has a star-like shape, with pins
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welded onto the tips—six pins on the top, two on the bottom. To create a mass flow, the
pan conveys the material to a static scraper, which directs the mass towards the dispersing
tool, creating an elliptical flow pattern, hence the mass does not fully cover the pan floor.
The mixer was used in a horizontal position, at room temperature (22 ◦C).
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic drawing of the intensive mixer showing the dispersion tool, the pan and
the material; circumferential speed of the dispersing tool (ωw) and the pan (ωP); (b) solids content
(square) and sample volume (circle) during the different mixing procedure steps.

2.2. Slurry Mixing

In a preliminary step, the binder solution was prepared by dissolving CMC (molecular
weight MW = 875 kDa, degree of substitution DS = 0.9, Walocel CRT 30,000 P BA, DDP
Specialty Products Germany GmbH & Co. KG, Walsrode, Germany) in deionized water
overnight at a concentration of cCMC = 2 wt%. This CMC solution was used to prepare
the slurry. Artificial graphite (SCMG-CF-C, Showa Denko Materials (Europe) GmbH,
Düsseldorf, Germany) with a volume weighted mean diameter D50 of 6.2 µm and a BET
surface area of 3.5 m2 g−1 (according to the manufacturer) was used as the main active
material and silicon oxide (SiOx; grade H80; D50 = 5.5 µm, BET = 8.0 m2 g−1; Daejoo
Electronic Materials Co., Ltd., Siheung, Republic of Korea) was used as a secondary AM
for slurry preparation. The mixing weight ratio of both AMs was 9:1 (Gr:SiOx) and the
total dry active material content was set to 96.2 wt%. Carbon black (C-NERGY SUPER
C45, Imerys Graphite & Carbon, Bodio, Switzerland) was used as conductive additive. CB,
CMC and SBR (BM-451; Zeon Europe GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany) were added in mass
according to Table 1. The total solids content of the slurries was set to 60 wt.%.

Table 1. Gravimetric composition of the slurry with and without solvent.

Material Gravimetric Content
(NV)/wt%

Gravimetric Content
(NV + V)/wt%

Graphite 86.58 51.95
SiOx 9.62 5.77
CB 2.00 1.20

CMC 0.90 0.54
SBR 0.90 0.54

Water - 40.00
V—volatile; NV—nonvolatile.

The slurry mixing procedure follows the sequences shown in Figure 2. In the first step,
the active and conductive materials were mixed dry for one minute at a circumferential
tool speedωw = 10 m s−1, after which a 2.0 wt% CMC solution was added to the powder.
To achieve the desired difference in solids content xi during high solids content mixing
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(HSCM) (step 2), a varying amount of water was added to the mixture, resulting in xi = 60,
63, 66 and 69 wt%, as seen in Figure 1b—the corresponding mixing procedures are labeled
as Pi. In step 3, SBR was added and finally, in step 4, the slurry was finalized by dilution to
the desired composition, as shown in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Steps of the slurry mixing procedure; steps 2, 3 and 4 each comprise a first period with low
and a second period with high stirring speed. * H2O adjustment to create different solids contents xi

in HSCM step; ** Second H2O dilution of the slurry to finalize it to the desired TSC.

Due to the variation in water addition in step 2, the mixer’s degree of filling varied
throughout the procedure; therefore, the occupied sample volume VStep varied, which has
to be considered when calculating the specific energy input.

A short and slow mixing sequence with ωw = 1.3 m s−1 was introduced into the
procedure to avoid splashing or the formation of dust clouds after the addition of new
materials in steps 2, 3 and 4. Following this slow sequence, the actual sequence with the
desired fast tool speed started.

In order to shed light on the adsorption and shear-induced degradation of CMC
during slurry preparation, a series of aqueous solutions of the CMC used in the slurries, as
well as of a low-molecular-weight CMC grade (MW = 500 kDa, DS = 0.9, TEXTURECEL™
2000 PA, DDP Specialty Products Germany GmbH & Co. KG, Walsrode, Germany), was
prepared and their flow curves were determined using rotational rheometry.

In the second step of the mixing procedure, the stirrer speed was 20 m s−1, corre-
sponding to a high energy input, as will be discussed below. For reference, the slurry SLow
was prepared at a significantly lower speed of ωw = 3 m s−1 in this mixing step and the
solids content in this step was set to xi = 60 wt%; the detailed procedure can be seen in
Supplementary Figure S1.

2.3. Treatment of Slurry

For further investigation of the binders, the slurry was treated in a centrifuge (Z366,
Hermle Labortechnik GmbH, Wehingen, Germany) for 12 h at a relative centrifugal force of
RCF = 6300 to separate the solid fraction from the liquid fraction.
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2.4. Energy Input

The power consumption Pel of the rotor of the dispersing tools was tracked by the
machine and integrated over time t, resulting in the energy consumption E of the rotor.

E =
∫

Peldt (1)

Specific energy input Esp was calculated by subtracting idle energy consumption Eidle
from rotor energy consumption E. This effective energy input Ee f f was then divided by the
sample volume occupied during the mixing step VStep to give Esp.

Esp =
E − Eidle

VStep
=

Ee f f

VStep
(2)

2.5. Rheology and Coating

Rheological measurements were carried out using a rotational rheometer (MCR 302e,
Anton Paar Germany GmbH, Ostfildern, Germany). A plate–plate setup with a diameter
of 50 mm and a gap height of 0.3 mm was used as the measurement geometry. The
temperature was set to 25 ◦C.

Shear-rate-controlled measurements were performed using a logarithmic shear rate
ramp ranging from

.
γ = 0.05 to 1000 s−1 with a measurement duration ranging from 80 s at

the lowest shear rate to 2 s at the highest shear rate. For stress-controlled measurements,
shear stress τ was increased logarithmically, from 0.01 to 1000 Pa with a measurement time
of 18 s for each stress value.

When analyzing the coating experiments, the shear rate within the coating layer was
calculated as the ratio of the line speed UL and the slot-die gap, i.e., the distance between
the slot-die lips and the substrate G, see Figure 3.

.
γ =

UL
G

(3)
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The dynamic viscosity η corresponding to this shear rate was obtained by interpolating
the experimental viscosity vs. shear rate data.

In order to establish the relationship between surface tension σ, dynamic viscosity η
and line speed UL, the dimensionless capillary number Ca was calculated as follows [29,30].

Ca =
η·UL

σ
(4)

The surface tension of the slurry was set equal to that of pure water at 22 ◦C, σ =
72.3 mN m−1 [31], which was considered a fair approximation for this hardly accessible
quantity since no surface-active ingredients were added to prepare the slurry.
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The viscosity data used to calculate Ca were determined at 25 ◦C; since slot-die coating
was performed at 22 ◦C, this results in a small systematic error. Since the temperature
dependence of slurry viscosity is essentially determined by that of water, as the main
ingredient of the slurries disperse phase [32], we can estimate this error to be smaller
than 7%.

The dynamic gap G∗ was calculated as the ratio of the slot-die gap G and the height of
the wet film W, see Figure 3. While G is given by the dimensions and setup of the coater
itself, W was calculated from electrode loading, slurry TSC and slurry density, resulting in
W = 87.6 µm.

G∗ =
G
W

(5)

2.6. Coating Experiment

The coating trials were carried out using a roll-to-roll coater manufactured by Mathis
AG (Niederhasli, Switzerland). The slot-die was installed with a 300 µm thick shim sheet S
and with a slot width of 50 mm. The slurry was fed by a progressing cavity pump. Before
the trials, the coater pump was calibrated at the highest stable G∗ for each speed of the
test run to ensure a constant capacity loading of 3.3 mAh cm−2 at each speed. This was
performed by coating, drying and weighing cut coins at line speeds from 2 to 10 m min−1,
varying in steps of 2 m min−1. The experiments were carried out in a dry room (dew point
< −45 ◦C) at 22 ◦C.

Two coating defects, air entrainment and widening of the coating, were monitored
visually as stability criteria. Here, the upper stability limit (USL) describes the highest
values of G∗ where no air entrainment was observed and the lower stability limit (LSL)—
the lowest value of G∗ where no increase in coating width was measured. Air entrainment
as a coating defect after exceeding the USL is shown in Figure 4a. Conversely, the widening
of the coating after exceeding the LSL was measured by the coater’s camera measurement
system. Within the stability limits, the coating was uniform and showed no defects, as
shown in Figure 4b.
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For the model-based estimation of the upper stability limit, the visco-capillary model
(VCM) by Ruschak was utilized and the critical capillary number was calculated with a
numerical prefactor of 0.65 [28,29].

CaR = 0.65
(

2
G − 1

) 3
2

(6)

2.7. Manufacturing of Electrodes

Slurries were degassed at 100 mbar for two minutes. Electrodes were cast using a
porous vacuum table (510XL, Erichsen GmbH & Co. KG, Hemer, Germany) and a fixed film
applicator frame (BYK-Gardner GmbH, Geretsried, Germany) in the range of 120 to 140
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µm via doctor blade coating. Depending on slurry viscosity, the gap height was selected to
produce electrodes with a loading of 3.3 mAh cm2 at 7.9 mg cm−2. Positive electrodes with
a loading of 3.0 mAh cm−2, a mass loading of 16 mg cm−2 and a compressed electrode
thickness of roughly 49 µm were used to construct full pouch cells, containing 94.5 wt%
NCM 811 as AM.

Dried table-coated negative electrodes were compressed using a laboratory calender
(Ingecal SAS, Chassieu, France) operating at 0.8 kN mm−1 using 70 mm wide electrode
strips without heating. The electrodes were compressed to an average density of 1.2 g
cm−3, resulting in an electrode thickness of roughly 66 µm. Negative electrodes originating
from xi are labeled as Ai.

2.8. Morphology

Cross-sectional images of the electrodes were taken using a scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM; MIRA3, Tescan Orsay Holding a.s., Brno, Czech Republic). Electrode coins
were stamped with a diameter of 15 mm and cut in half. The straight-cut edge was then
treated using an ion milling system (IM4000Plus, Hitachi High-Tech Europe GmbH, Krefeld,
Germany) and this treated cross-section was then examined.

2.9. Resistivity Measurement

The resistivity of the electrodes was measured using an electrode resistance measuring
system (RM2610, Hioki E.E. Corporation, Nagano, Japan). The system presses a 46-pin
probe head against the surface of the electrode and measures two resistances: volume
resistivity ρV in units of Ω cm, representing the resistivity of the electrode layer, and
interface resistance ρI in units of Ω cm2, representing the resistivity of the interface between
the coating and the substrate [33,34].

Assuming that electron flow in the electrode is perpendicular to the current collector
surface, the specific contact resistance ρCN is given by the product of volume resistivity ρV
and electrode thickness h [35].

ρCN = ρV ·h (7)

2.10. Peet Test

Peel strength was measured using a zwickiLine Zo.5 (ZwickRoell GmbH & Co. KG,
Ulm, Germany) and a 90◦ peel test setup. The electrodes were cut into 30 mm wide strips
with a total substrate length of 200 mm and a coating length of 120 mm. After calendering,
the electrode samples were attached to the setup with double-sided adhesive tape (tesa
05696, Tesa SE, Norderstedt, Germany) and the machine measured the force required to
peel the substrate from the coating at a speed of 5 mm/s. Peel strength FPeel was calculated
by dividing the measured force Ftotal by the width of the sample WSample.

FPeel =
Ftotal

WSample
(8)

2.11. Cell Manufacturing

Pouch cells with positive electrode dimensions of 25 mm × 40 mm were built using two
single-sided negative electrodes and one double-sided positive electrode. The cells were
filled with 0.4 mL of LiPF6 electrolyte (carbonate solvent mixture and additive, Soulbrain,
Northville Township, MI, USA). A ceramic separator (Enpass D22AEGK, SK innovation
Co., Ltd., Seoul, Republic of Korea) with a thickness of 21 µm was used in this process.
Cell building was performed in a dry room (dew point < −45 ◦C) and electrolyte filling
was performed in an argon-filled glovebox atmosphere with less than 0.1 ppm O2 and 0.1
ppm H2O. The pouches were evacuated and sealed in this glovebox. The cells balanced
at a positive to negative ratio of 1.1 and a slightly larger negative electrode dimensions
(27 mm × 42 mm) than the positive electrode surface area.
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2.12. Electrochemical Measurements

Cell formation and later a C-rate test were carried out using a CTS (Basytec GmbH,
Asselfingen, Germany) at 25 ◦C with a cut-off potential of 2.8 and 4.2 V. A set of four cells
per electrode variation was investigated. The cells were pressurized by using plastic plates
and clamps.

During formation, the cells were charged by applying a CCCV regime to them with
C-rates ranging from 0.1 to 0.33 C. The discharge step occurred with the same C-rates as the
charging step, following a CC regime. The C-rate tests can be divided into two segments,
discharge C-rate and charge C-rate. Both segments started with 2 cycles at 0.33 C, followed
by 10 steps consisting of 3 constant current cycles with increasing C-rate ranging from 0.5 C
to 5 C. At the end of the test, two check-up cycles at 0.3 C were performed.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Energy Input

Variation in the mixing procedures here essentially refers to varying the solids content
xi during the HSCM step. This variation resulted in different energy inputs within the
process variations Pi. Figure 5 shows the total power consumption of the mixer for steps 2
to 4 of the procedure; these are the steps where the solvent was included.
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Figure 5. Total rotor power consumption for the four variations of the mixing procedure Pi; high
solids content mixing (HSCM) occurred at xi equal to 60 (a), 63 (b), 66 (c) and 69 (d) wt% solids
content; legends refer to mixing steps 2, 3 and 4, as described in Figure 2: high solids content mixing
(HSCM), addition of SBR, and finalization by water addition to reach the target TSC 60 wt%.
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During the processing of P60, power consumption follows a typical profile for mixing
suspensions [36], best seen in the fast HSCM step. On starting, the bulk mass transforms
into a plastic mass, resulting in the peak of rotor power. As the wetting and dispersion
of the particles continue, the plastic mass changes to a viscous suspension, while power
consumption decreases and asymptotically approaches a constant level. It can be seen
that as xi increases, total power consumption changes drastically. While P63 and P66 are
comparable to the power consumption pattern of P60, procedure P69 undergoes a drastic
change in power consumption, and thus in energy input. Here, the HSCM step does not
produce a fluid suspension, but rather a plastic mass. This mass moves through the mixer
and sporadically touches the rotor, resulting in a constant formation of power peaks rather
than a steady mass flow that eventually approaches a steady power level. For this reason,
the duration of the HSCM step in procedure P69 was slightly increased by 2 min to account
for the initial period of no mixing.

Table 2 shows the specific energy inputs as calculated using Equation (1). It can be
seen that an increase in xi leads to a higher energy input. Comparing the two most extreme
variations, P60 and P69, P69 differs from P60 by a factor of about 3; therefore, a stronger
deagglomeration might be expected with increasing xi. It is noticeable that the largest
contribution to energy input comes from the HSCM step, but in P69, the SBR addition step
also contributes significantly. Comparing P60 and P69, the specific energy input of this step
differs by a factor of about 11. The “Finalization fast” step shows similar energy inputs
for all slurries (see Figure 5), with an average value of 2.5 Wh dm3, which could lead to
the false assumption that all slurries have similar flow behavior. As for the low-energy
reference, PLow showed an energy input of roughly one-third of P60; detailed consumption
can be seen in Figure S1.

Table 2. Specific energy input for all mixing procedure variations Pi originating from the change in
xi; total amount of specific energy input and specific energy input at step 3, the dispersion of SBR.

Specific Energy Input P60 P63 P66 P69 PLow

Esp/Wh dm−3 29.1 45.0 59.0 85.9 11.5
Esp of step 3 (SBR)/Wh dm−3 3.0 4.1 7.7 31.9 0.6

3.2. Flow Behavior

For a more detailed picture of flow behavior, the flow curves of all four slurries S60
to S69 as well as SLow and the CMC (Mw = 875 kDa) solution with a concentration of
13.5 g L−1, corresponding to the nominal CMC concentration in the aqueous phase of the
slurry, are shown in Figure 6. All slurries have the same composition and TSC, but their
flow behavior is very different. Overall, with increasing solids content xi during HSCM,
the low shear viscosity of the slurries decreases up to two orders of magnitude, despite
their identical composition. According to Stokes’ law, it is to be expected that slurries with
lower low shear viscosity will sediment faster and will therefore be less stable. In small
batches, this may not be a problem, but on an industrial scale, this could lead to stability
problems when using the slurry for a long period of time without stirring.

The low energy input sample SLow shows the highest viscosity values and demon-
strates uniform, power-law-type shear thinning behavior. Slurries S60 and S63 also show
monotonic shear thinning behavior, but their absolute viscosity values are lower and the
degree of shear thinning is less pronounced than those of SLow. Absolute viscosity val-
ues further decrease with increasing xi or energy input during the HSCM mixing step.
Furthermore, slurries S66 and S69 do not show strict shear thinning behavior. Slurry S66
exhibits weak shear thinning behavior only at low shear rates, approaches a plateau be-
tween roughly 10 and 200 s−1 and finally the viscosity decreases again at higher shear rates.
Slurry S69 shows shear thickening behavior between 10 and 200 s−1, followed by a shear
thinning regime at higher

.
γ.
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Figure 6. Viscosity as a function of shear rate for slurries with TSC = 60 wt%, but mixed at different
solids content during HSCM; xi = 60 (black), 63 (red), 66 (blue), 69 wt% (green) and low energy input
reference slurry xLow (orange). The flow curve for a CMC solution (open symbols) with the same
molecular weight Mw = 875 kDa as that used for slurry preparation and polymer concentration
(13.5 g L−1) corresponding to that in the disperse phase of the slurry is shown for comparison.

These drastic differences in flow behavior for slurries of identical composition are
direct evidence of different particle interactions and hence different microstructures due
to different slurry treatment, i.e., different energy input during mixing. One reason for
such changes in flow behavior could be a difference in particle deagglomeration and the
existence of particle clusters trapping a substantial fraction of the solvent and thus leading
to a higher effective particle volume fraction at low energy input. However, all slurries
appeared well dispersed, and SEM images of corresponding dry samples did not show
evidence of remaining particle clusters. A potential mechanical destruction of the solids
fraction and a corresponding change in particle size distribution is not expected to have
affected slurry viscosity since the overall particle loading of about 40 vol% is too low [32]
and SEM images of corresponding dry samples do not provide experimental evidence
for that. Finally, the flow behavior of suspensions strongly depends on the colloidal
interactions among the suspended particles, as well as on solvent rheology [32]. For the
slurries investigated here, these phenomena are closely related to the adsorption of CMC
on the solid particle surfaces [37] and the mechanical degradation of CMC [38,39] during
slurry preparation. The relevance of CMC adsorption and presumably also degradation
already shows up when comparing the low shear viscosity of slurries S66 and S69 to that
of the CMC solution representing the disperse phase of these slurries. The low absolute
viscosity values of slurries S66 and S69 can only be rationalized taking into account these
adsorption and degradation phenomena, as will be discussed in more detail below.

The pronounced shear thickening of sample S69 is attributed to the formation of
hydrodynamic clusters. Such clusters can only form when none or only weak, short-range
repulsive interactions among particles are present [32]; this also results in low viscosity
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at low shear rates, as observed for S69. In this case, the steric repulsion inferred from
an adsorbed CMC layer seems to just compensate for the always present van der Waals
attraction. The latter, on the other hand, seems to dominate in the shear thinning samples
S60, S63 and particularly SLow. Obviously, energy input during the HSCM mixing step
has a significant impact on CMC adorption. Additionally, the mechanical degradation of
CMC has to be considered, since it affects both the viscosity of the solvent and the strength
and range of the steric repulsion provided by the CMC adsorbed on the active particle
surface. The reference sample SLow prepared in a different manner and at a low energy
input exhibits the highest viscosity level and the strongest degree of shear thinning, clearly
indicating that attractive particle interactions dominate in this slurry.

Figure 7 shows the flow curves for the supernatants (SUi) obtained from the cen-
trifugation of the slurries Si. It should be noted that the supernatant of slurry SLow was
diluted with deionized water at a ratio 1:26 (supernatant/water) due to its high viscosity
not allowing for the determination of zero shear viscosity; therefore, the dilution is labeled
as SLow−Di. The viscosity functions of these supernatants are essentially determined by the
concentrations and molecular weights of the dissolved CMC; the contribution of suspended
SBR particles or residual active material is negligible. The absolute viscosity values differ by
about an order of magnitude, indicating that the degree of CMC removed from the disperse
phase via adsorption on the active particles is strongly affected by the slurry preparation
procedure. The sample with the highest energy input during the HSCM mixing step has
the lowest disperse-phase viscosity, indicating that a larger fraction of CMC is adsorbed on
the particles in this case, consistent with the flow behavior of the slurry itself. Moreover,
supernatants SU60, SU63 and the diluted supernatant SULow−Di exhibit shear thinning
behavior, whereas samples SU66 and SU69 show Newtonian flow behavior. This provides
further insight into the mechanically induced adsorption and degradation of CMC in these
slurries. Highly diluted CMC solutions show Newtonian flow behavior and solutions with
different molecular weights and concentrations may exhibit the same absolute viscosity
value. More highly concentrated solutions, however, are shear thinning and the absolute
value of zero shear viscosity and the shape of the flow curve are a unique signature of a
solution with a certain molecular weight and CMC concentration [40]. Figure 7 includes
the flow curves of CMC solutions with Mw = 875 kDa and Mw = 500 kDa, matching the
zero shear viscosity of supernatants SU60 and SULow−Di, respectively. Obviously, a higher
concentration is required for the solution of CMC with lower molecular weight to achieve
the same zero shear viscosity as for the solution of CMC with higher molecular weight.
Moreover, shear thinning is significantly more pronounced for the solution of CMC with
higher molecular weight. The CMC solution with Mw = 875 kDa and cCMC = 0.3 g L−1

almost matches the flow curve of the diluted supernatant SULow−Di. Its slightly more
pronounced shear thinning indicates that some mechanical degradation also occured in this
case, but for the sake of simplicity, we neglected that. Under this assumption, the difference
between this concentration and the input concentration of 13.5 g L−1 (see Table 1 and
Figure 6) directly denotes the amount of CMC adsorbed on the particles. As exemplarily
demonstrated using the solution with Mw = 500 kDa and cCMC= 2.3 g L−1, solutions of
CMC with other molecular weights yield different shear thinning behaviors even if their
zero shear viscosities matches. For supernatant SU60, the situation is different; in this case,
the CMC solution with Mw = 875 kDa matching its zero shear viscosity exhibits much
more pronounced shear thinning than the supernatant. This is direct evidence that the
CMC molecules experienced degradation during the mixing process. In contrast, the CMC
solution with Mw = 500 kDa and cCMC = 5.8 g L−1 resembles the absolute values and shape
of the flow curve in the whole investigated shear rate range well. We conclude that the
CMC experienced mechanical degradation roughly to this average molecular weight and,
again, we can calculate the amount of the adsorbed CMC as the difference between the
concentration of this solution and the CMC input concentration.
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Figure 7. Viscosity as a function of shear rate for supernatants (SUi) of the slurries that were mixed
at different solids contents during HSCM; xi = 60 (black), 63 (red), 66 (blue), 69 wt% (green) and low
energy input reference slurry xi = 60 (orange); CMC solution (875 kDa; circle) with 1.4 (black) and 0.3
(orange) g L−1 and C C solution (500 kDa; triangle) with 2.3 (black) and 5.8 (orange) g L−1.

Finally, we conclude that for S60, almost 57 wt% of added CMC adsorbed on the
surface of the active particles and for SLow, about 42 wt% was adsorbed, taking into
account supernatant dilution (see Supplementary). The supernatants SU66 and SU69 show
rather Newtonian flow behavior and it is not possible to assign the measured viscosity
unambiguously to a certain Mw and concentration of the dissolved CMC. Assuming that
with increasing energy input, no further degradation of molecular weight takes place, we
can determine the CMC concentration in the supernatant from the η0 vs. cCMC data for
a series of CMC solutions with Mw = 500 kDa shown in the Supplementary Information
(Figure S2). Under this constraint, it turns out that the fraction of adsorbed CMC increases
with increasing energy input and for slurry S69, almost all CMC is adsorbed on the particles.
This is consistent with the observed changes in the flow curves of the corresponding
slurries, which can be rationalized assuming a stronger steric repulsion for S69 finally
balancing the attractive van der Waals force. On the other hand, if we assume a pronounced
further degradation of CMC chains with increasing energy input, then the measured
supernatant viscosity curves would imply that a smaller fraction of shorter CMC chains
was adsorbed onto the active material particles, which contradicts the observed decrease in
slurry viscosity. This supports the assumption that no further mechanical CMC degradation
took place in the slurries prepared at higher energy input than S60.

A similar effect of mechanical energy input on CMC adsorption was recently published
by Park et al. [41] However, the group did not consider mechanical degradation as they
already used a low molecular weight CMC.

Weber at al. [42] investigated the impact of dry mixing CB and Gr as a preliminary
step before mixing it with the solvent in an extruder. Varying the tip speed during dry
mixing resulted in different flow behavior in the final slurries, ranging from a rather
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monotonous shear thinning behavior to a discrete plateau. Perhaps the pretreatment of the
powder resulted in different surface availability or different energy input during extrusion,
resulting in a varying degree of polymer adsorption and degradation, finally changing
particle-particle interactions and thus flow behavior as discussed above.

3.3. Coating

To investigate the influence of the slurries’ flow behavior on coating, experiments
were carried out with slurries S60 and S69, as they showed the greatest differences in
flow behavior. The two slurries were coated at different line speeds; the maximum and
minimum G were determined for the upper and lower stability limits. The results are
shown in Figure 8a, which shows the dynamic gap G∗ of both stability limits as a function
of line speed UL. For slurry S60, the USL slightly decreases with increasing line speed,
ranging from a dynamic gap of 1.9 to 1.7. The difference ∆G∗ between USL and LSL
increases with increasing UL, from 2 to 10 m min−1, roughly to ∆G∗ = 0.3. Slurry S69 shows
a more radical change in its stability limits. Its initially high USL of roughly G∗ = 2.5 at
2 m min−1 decreases to G∗ = 1.4 at 10 m min−1. The corresponding LSL decreases in a
similar way; however, at 10 m min1, the lower limit closes up to the upper limit with G∗

= 1.3. Whereas S60 demonstrates a broad corridor of stable operation limits in this coater
setup, S69 displays a rather narrow window of stable operating parameters. Such a narrow
window makes the coating of S69 difficult, especially at higher speeds.
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In order to compare these results with the visco-capillary model of Ruschak [28], a
stability map was plotted in the Ca -G∗ plane (Equations (4) and (5)), as shown in Figure 8b.
It should be noted that the VCM of Ruschak [28] was developed on Newtonian fluids.
Focusing on the upper limit, at 2 m min−1, slurry S60 could be coated with G∗ = 1.9 at Ca =
1.6 and at 10 m min−1, a stable coating was achieved with G∗ = 1.7 at Ca = 4.1. This USL
border is close to that predicted by Ruschak; however, the decay of Ca with increasing G*
is more pronounced. In contrast, slurry S69 maintained a USL at 2 m min−1 with G∗ = 2.5
at Ca = 0.8 and at 10 m min−1 with G∗ = 1.4 at Ca = 2.4. Here, only for very high G∗= 2.5
is the VCM prediction approached. This comparison indicates that the coating behavior
of monotonically shear thinning slurries such as S60 can be predicted with respect to line
speed and gap height settings, whereas more complex slurries such as the shear thickening
S69 are not represented by the model.
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Whenever the upper stability border was crossed, air entrainment was observed,
which is related to the failure of the upstream meniscus. In the case of S69, this might be
due to its overall lower viscosity. The resulting capillary number is significantly lower than
that of S60, indicating that the viscous forces are less pronounced. Ultimately, this leads to
a closing-up of the upstream meniscus towards the coating bead and the entrainment of air
occurring at a lower G∗ than it would with S60. Due to the narrow stability window of S69,
coating at higher speeds might be very challenging; here, the installation of a vacuum box
upstream could be helpful.

3.4. Electrode Microstructure

Table-coated electrodes originating from the four slurries were characterized with a
loading of 3.3 mAh cm−2 and an average compressed density of 1.2 g cm−3. Electrodes A60
to A69 were analyzed using a scanning electron microscope equipped with a backscattered
electron detector (BSE). A60 and A69 are shown in Figure 9. Due to the differences in Esp,
an impact on particle deagglomeration, especially of carbon black, might be expected.
Nevertheless, the overall active material distribution is equally homogeneous. However,
A60 electrodes show more and larger CB aggregates than A69, as shown in Figure 9c,d.
Since the total energy input varied by a factor of about three, this seems plausible.
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Figure 9. SEM cross-section of investigated compressed electrodes A60 (a,c) and A69 (b,d).

Following up on the effect of dispersed CB, total electrode resistivity, divided into ρI
and ρCN (Equation (7)), is shown in Figure 10a. Resistivity decreases with increasing energy
input from a total of about 4 ± 0.4 to 2.5 ± 0.2 mΩ cm2. This trend can be observed in both
parts of the electrode: the resistivity of the coating and the resistance of the interface. How-
ever, the most noticeable difference in this series is interfacial resistance: ρI;A60 = 3.0 ± 0.1
and ρI;A69= 1.7 ± 0.2 mΩ cm2. A possible reason for this decrease in interfacial resistivity
could be that with increasing energy input, a greater fraction of CMC is adsorbed on the
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active material particles, as discussed in the rheology section above. Therefore, less CMC
is available at the coating/substrate interface, thus lowering interfacial resistivity. On the
other hand, the resistivity of the coating layer itself does not vary much: ρCN;A60 = 1 ± 0.27
and ρCN;A69 = 0.8 ± 0.03 mΩ cm2. Although the size of the CB agglomerates decreases with
increasing xi, this seems to have little effect on the resistivity of the coating layer in these
graphite-based electrodes.
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Figure 10. (a) Resistivity of compressed electrodes A60 to A69 determined using an electrode resis-
tance measurement system; (b) peel strength of compressed electrodes A60 to A69.

Adhesion between the electrode and the current collector was characterized by a 90◦

peel test; corresponding data for A60 to A69 are shown in Figure 10b. While electrodes
A60 to A66 show a similar peel strength of about 4.4 N m1, sample A69 shows a drop in
adhesion to a peel strength value of about 1.3 N m1. Such a low adhesion as that of A69
might be challenging for automated processes within cell assembly due to delamination of
the coating. Adhesion is mainly provided by the added SBR [43] and the high energy input
in step 2 (HSCM) of the procedure apparently has a significant effect on SBR distribution,
with a significantly lower SBR fraction at the current collector interface for A69 which may
be due to a shear-induced agglomeration of SBR particles.

3.5. Cell

Table-coated electrodes A60 to A69 were used to build small-format pouch cells. Fig-
ure 11 shows the discharge capacity of the formation on the left and the discharge capacity
of the C-rate test on the right. Four cells per Ai were measured. Within the formation, all
cells run at very similar capacities, but cells originating from higher xi start to show less
capacity, fading towards the seventh cycle. When discharging (cycles 1 to 32) at different
C-rates, A69 runs at the highest capacity, excluding 4.5 and 5.0 C, which is dominated
by ionic limitations of the positive electrode. Charging at different C-rates (cycle 33 to
64) also shows that A69 appears to outperform the other cells, indicating differences in
microstructure. In the check-up, represented by the last two cycles of the C-rate test (cycle
65 and 66), A69 again shows the highest capacity.
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Taking a closer look at the charge segment of the test, capacity follows a trend, with
A69 having the highest values and A60 running at the lowest, see cycle 36. This correlates
well with the resistance measurements in Figure 10, where A69 has the lowest resistance,
which ultimately results in higher charge capabilities, due to a longer charging time be-
fore reaching cut-off criteria. As can be seen in the charge step 3C (cycle 51), A69 runs
at 83.5 ± 0.4 mAh g−1 and A60 at 78 ± 0.7 mAh g−1, showing a difference of roughly
6%. These data show that although the same materials and compositions were used in
all four slurries, cell performance can be increased simply by mixing the slurry with a
variation in xi—solids content during kneading—thus changing the energy input of the
mixing procedure.

4. Conclusions

Anode slurries containing graphite and silicon oxide as active materials, carbon black
as the conductivity agent, and CMC and SBR as binders, with the same composition and
total solids contents, were prepared at different energy inputs during slurry preparation
and their impact on slurry rheology, coating behavior, mechanical and electrical properties
of the resulting dry electrodes, and the electrochemical performance of cells made from
these negative electrodes was investigated. Slurries were prepared using an intensive
mixer and energy input varied over a wide range by adjusting the solids content during the
mixing step, wherein water and a CMC solution were added to the dry mixture of graphite,
SiOx and CB. This energy input during slurry preparation affects the deagglomeration of CB
to some extent, but more importantly, it controls the mechanical degradation of CMC and
its adsorption on the surface of the active material particles. The fraction of adsorbed CMC
on the particles increases with increasing energy input and the corresponding increase in
steric repulsion among the suspended particles leads to a drastic change in slurry rheology.
The low shear viscosity and the degree of shear thinning decreases with increasing energy
input, and at the highest energy level, steric repulsion balances the van der Waals attraction,
resulting in an almost Newtonian flow behavior at low shear rates and pronounced shear
thickening at high shear rates. The reduced viscosity at high energy inputs results in a
narrower stability window during slot-die coating. The variation in CMC adsorption is
also evident in the contact resistivity between the electrode layer and the current collector,
which decreases as more CMC is adsorbed on the active material particles. Energy input
also appears to have an effect on the distribution or agglomeration of SBR, as shown by a
drastic drop in the peel strength of electrodes at the highest level of mixing energy input.
Finally, the pouch cells built with the electrodes made from the differently prepared slurries
all show good electrochemical performance. The cell based on the slurry prepared with the
highest energy input exhibits a slightly higher charge capability compared to the cell made
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from the slurry prepared with the lowest energy input. The later slurry, however, exhibited
a broader slot-die coating window, thus promising a more robust processing behavior.

All in all, we have shown that the mixing protocol and hence the energy input during
slurry preparation can have a significant impact on the microstructure and flow behavior
of slurries, which is directly reflected in their coating behavior, but also propagates to the
mechanical and electrical properties of dry electrode layers and finally manifests itself
in the electrochemical performance of the corresponding cells. Therefore, we conclude
that a carefully tuned mixing procedure can exploit the best electrochemical potential
without sacrificing process-relevant properties such as peel strength or flow behavior.
Future investigations into tailored mixing strategies should include other active material
compositions such as silicon-rich powder mixtures or positive electrode materials such as
LFP or high nickel NMC, as well as alternative binder systems such as polyacrylic acid or
sodium alginate.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/batteries9120000/s1, Figure S1: Mixing procedure of low-energy
slurry; Figure S2: Zero shear viscosity of CMC solutions vs. CMC concentration; zero shear viscosity
values of investigated supernatants as horizontal lines.
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